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Cautionary Notes
Forward-looking Statements
This document contains certain forward-looking information and forward-looking statements within the meaning of applicable securities legislation (collectively “forward-looking statements”). The use
of any of the words “being”, “will”, “until”, “estimate”, “will be”, “is considering”, “will proceed”, “plans”, “reactivate”, “recommence”, “would be”, “could be”, “will bring”, “could bring”, “expected”,
and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements. These statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results or events
to differ materially from those anticipated in such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements should not be unduly relied upon. The Company believes the expectations reflected in
those forward-looking statements are reasonable, but no assurance can be given that these expectations will prove to be correct. This document contains forward-looking statements and assumptions
pertaining to the following: business strategy, strength and focus; the granting of regulatory approvals; the timing for receipt of regulatory approvals; geological and engineering estimates relating to the
resource potential of the Properties; the estimated quantity and quality of the Company’s oil and natural gas resources; supply and demand for oil and natural gas and the Company’s ability to market
crude oil, natural gas and; expectations regarding the ability to raise capital and to continually add to reserves and resources through acquisitions and development; the Company’s ability to obtain
qualified staff and equipment in a timely and cost-efficient manner; the ability of the Company to obtain the necessary approvals and secure the necessary financing to conclude the acquisition of assets
from Origin on schedule, or at all; the ability of the Company’s subsidiaries to obtain mining permits and access rights in respect of land and resource and environmental consents; the recoverability of
the Company’s crude oil, natural gas reserves and resources; and future capital expenditures to be made by the Company. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in these forwardlooking statements as a result of the risk factors set forth below and elsewhere in the document, such as the speculative nature of exploration, appraisal and development of oil and natural gas
properties; uncertainties associated with estimating oil and natural gas resources; changes in the cost of operations, including costs of extracting and delivering oil and natural gas to market, that affect
potential profitability of oil and natural gas exploration; operating hazards and risks inherent in oil and natural gas operations; volatility in market prices for oil and natural gas; market conditions that
prevent the Company from raising the funds necessary for exploration and development on acceptable terms or at all; global financial market events that cause significant volatility in commodity prices;
unexpected costs or liabilities for environmental matters; competition for, among other things, capital, acquisitions of resources, skilled personnel, and access to equipment and services required for
exploration, development and production; changes in exchange rates, laws of New Zealand or laws of Canada affecting foreign trade, taxation and investment; failure to realize the anticipated benefits
of acquisitions; and other factors. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive. Statements relating to “reserves and resources” are deemed to be forward-looking
statements, as they involve the implied assessment, based on certain estimates and assumptions, that the resources described can be profitably produced in the future. The forward-looking statements
contained in the document are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement. These statements speak only as of the date of this document and the Company does not undertake to update any
forward-looking statements that are contained in this document, except in accordance with applicable securities laws. More information is available in the Company’s Annual Information Form for the
year ended December 31, 2012, filed on June 17, 2013 on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
Reserve & Resource Estimates
The oil and gas reserve and resource calculations and net present value projections were estimated in accordance with the Canadian Oil and Gas Evaluation Handbook (“COGEH”) and National
Instrument 51-101 (“NI 51-101”). The term barrels of oil equivalent (“boe”) may be misleading, particularly if used in isolation. A boe conversion ratio of six Mcf: one bbl was used by NZEC. This
conversion ratio is based on an energy equivalency conversion method primarily applicable at the burner tip and does not represent a value equivalency at the wellhead. Reserves are estimated
remaining quantities of oil and natural gas and related substances anticipated to be recoverable from known accumulations, as of a given date, based on: the analysis of drilling, geological, geophysical,
and engineering data; the use of established technology; and specified economic conditions, which are generally accepted as being reasonable. Reserves are classified according to the degree of
certainty associated with the estimates. Proved Reserves are those reserves that can be estimated with a high degree of certainty to be recoverable. It is likely that the actual remaining quantities
recovered will exceed the estimated proved reserves. Probable Reserves are those additional reserves that are less certain to be recovered than proved reserves. It is equally likely that the actual
remaining quantities recovered will be greater or less than the sum of the estimated proved plus probable reserves. Possible Reserves are those additional reserves that are less certain to be recovered
than probable reserves. There is a 10% probability that the actual remaining quantities recovered will exceed the sum of the estimated proved plus probable plus possible reserves. Revenue projections
presented are based in part on forecasts of market prices, current exchange rates, inflation, market demand and government policy which are subject to uncertainties and may in future differ materially
from the forecasts above. Present values of future net revenues do not necessarily represent the fair market value of the reserves evaluated. Information concerning reserves may also be deemed to be
forward looking as estimates imply that the reserves described can be profitably produced in the future. These statements are based on current expectations that involve a number of risks and
uncertainties, which could cause the actual results to differ from those anticipated. Contingent resources are those quantities of oil and gas estimated on a given date to be potentially recoverable from
known accumulations using established technology or technology under development, but which are not currently considered to be commercially recoverable due to one or more contingencies.
Contingencies may include factors such as economic, legal, environmental, political and regulatory matters, or a lack of markets. Prospective resources are those quantities of oil and gas estimated on a
given date to be potentially recoverable from undiscovered accumulations. Undiscovered resources means those quantities of oil and gas estimated on a given date to be contained in accumulations yet
to be discovered. The resources reported are estimates only and there is no certainty that any portion of the reported resources will be discovered and that, if discovered, it will be economically viable
or technically feasible to produce.
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Three new Petroleum Licences in the
main production fairway
• Near-term production potential from
existing wells
• New exploration opportunities
• 2,144,700 boe 2P Reserves 2
(89% liquids)
• 1,162,000 boe Contingent Resources 2
(28% liquids)
• 23,541,000 boe Prospective Resources 2
(31% liquids)

Full-cycle production facility central to
NZEC’s permits and other oil/gas fields
1. Closing of the Acquisition is subject to meeting the financing condition precedent
by August 14 and the government approval condition precedent by September 13,
in order to close the Acquisition by September 20, 2013. 2. Resources are best
estimate. The Petroleum Licences and attributable reserves and resources will not
transfer to NZEC until the Acquisition is complete. See TWN Reserves and TWN
Resources and Cautionary Notes.
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Results of Extended Negotiation
• Reduced purchase price and simplified sale agreement 1
• NZEC retains 100% of production from existing and new wells in all
formations subject to a 9% royalty payable to Origin 2
• Quantified reserves and resources on the TWN Licences  will add
2,144,700 boe of 2P reserves to NZEC’s inventory (300% increase)
plus substantial resources 3
• Identified potential gas supply adequate to run Waihapa Production
Station and reactivate gas lift on Tikorangi wells 4
• Identified opportunities to use Waihapa Production Station to full
capacity

1. See Comparison of Final and Original Acquisition Terms. Closing of the Acquisition is subject to meeting the financing condition precedent by August 14 and the
government approval condition precedent by September 13, in order to close the Acquisition by September 20, 2013 2. The Origin royalty is payable at 9% of net
revenue (hydrocarbon sales less operating expenses incurred between the point of valuation and the point of sale). NZEC may buy back at any time and from time to
time up to 4% of the Origin royalty by paying C$4.25 million per percentage point. The TWN Licences are also subject to a government royalty payable at 10% of net
revenue as they are “grandfathered” under the 1937 Petroleum Act. 3. See TWN Reserves and Cautionary Notes. Reserves and resources will not transfer to NZEC until
the Acquisition is complete. 4. Gas supply dependent on outcome of NZEC/Contact gas throughput study and gas looping trial.
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Comparison of Final and Original Acquisition Terms 1
Final Terms

Original Terms

Purchase price
• C$33.5 million
• No additional adjustments to purchase price

Purchase price
• C$42 million
• Additional C$9 million in adjustments at closing
(NZEC internal estimate)

Petroleum Licences
• Ultimate ownership of three Petroleum Licences: Tariki, Waihapa and
Ngaere (“TWN Licences”). The Ahuroa Licence will be transferred to
Contact Energy. Total acreage: 23,049 acres (93.3 km2)

Petroleum Licences
• NZEC purchasing four Petroleum Licences: Tariki,
Ahuroa, Waihapa and Ngaere. Total acreage: 26,907
acres (108.9 km2)

Royalty payable to Origin 2
• 9% net revenue royalty payable to Origin on all future hydrocarbon
production on the Licences
• NZEC retains the ability to buy back up to 4% of the royalty at any
time for C$4.25 million per point

Royalty payable to Origin
• 5% net revenue royalty payable to Origin on all
future hydrocarbon production on the Petroleum
Licences

Commitments to Origin
• Simplified sale agreement
- NZEC retains 100% of production from all existing and new wells
on the TWN Licences in all formations, subject to the Origin
Royalty (and a 10% royalty payable to the NZ Government)
- Origin relinquishes all other rights and encumbrances on the TWN
Licences

Commitments to Origin
• NZEC responsible for 100% of costs associated with
drilling a well to the crestal interval of the Tikorangi
formation, with profits to be shared 50/50 with
Origin
• Origin retained rights to eight “option wells” for gas
storage

1. Closing of the Acquisition is subject to meeting the financing condition precedent by August 14 and the government approval condition precedent by September 13, in order to close the
Acquisition by September 20, 2013. 2. The Origin royalty is payable at 9% of net revenue (hydrocarbon sales less operating expenses incurred between the point of valuation and the point of
sale). NZEC may buy back at any time and from time to time up to 4% of the Origin royalty by paying C$4.25 million per percentage point. The TWN Licences are also subject to a government
royalty payable at 10% of net revenue as they are “grandfathered” under the 1937 Petroleum Act.
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Significant Growth in Reserves Post Acquisition 1

Estimated Reserves
Mboe

3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
NZEC Reserves
Proved

TWN Reserves
Probable

Total NZEC Reserves
Post Acquisition 1

Possible

1. Reserves estimated by Deloitte LLP. NZEC reserves have an effective date of December 31, 2012 and are restricted to the Eltham
Permit. TWN Reserves have an effective date of April 30, 2013 and are restricted to the Tikorangi Formation on the Waihapa and
Ngaere Permits. See detailed Reserve tables and Cautionary Notes. The TWN Reserves will not be attributable to NZEC until the
Acquisition closes and NZEC files an updated reserve report. See Strategic Acquisition.
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TWN Reserve Estimate 1
Reserve Category

Light &
Medium Oil
(Mbbl)

Natural
Gas
(MMcf)

Natural Gas
Liquids
(Mbbl)

Barrels of Oil
Equivalent
(Mboe)

NPV, Before
Tax (10%)

Proved Developed
(Non-producing)

983.7

762.0

26.7

1,137.4

$36,142,000

Proved Undeveloped

258.1

206.5

7.2

299.8

$7,340,000

1,241.8

968.5

33.9

1,437.1

$43,482,000

610.9

479.3

16.8

707.6

$19,393,000

1,852.7

1,447.8

50.7

2,144.7

$62,875,000

Total Proved
Probable
Proved + Probable (2P)

1. Reserve estimate completed by Deloitte LLP with an effective date of April 30, 2013. Reserves restricted to the Tikorangi
Formation on the Waihapa and Ngaere Permits. See Cautionary Note Regarding Reserve & Resource Estimates. Reserves will not
be attributable to NZEC until the Acquisition is complete and NZEC files an updated reserve report.
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TWN Resource Estimate 1
Formation

Product Type

Low

Best

High

Contingent Resources
Miocene Sands (Mt. Messenger)
Eocene Sands (Kapuni Group)
Total

Oil (Mbbl)

35

88

203

2,513

5,036

10,336

NGL (Mbbl)

101

233

525

BOE (Mboe)

567

1,162

2,426

Gas (MMcf – sales)

Prospective Resources
Miocene Sands (Urenui, Mt. Messenger, Moki)
Eocene Sands (Kapuni Group)
Total

Oil (Mbbl)

1,606

2,941

5,732

Gas (MMcf – sales)

42,833

95,837

226,424

NGL (Mbbl)

1,909

4,498

11,375

BOE (Mboe)

10,825

23,541

54,368

Discovered PIIP
Miocene Sands (Mt. Messenger)
Eocene Sands (Kapuni Group)
Total

Oil (Mbbl)

327

681

1,400

Gas (MMcf – raw)

7,211

13,770

26,935

BOE (Mboe)

1,529

2,976

5,889

Undiscovered PIIP
Miocene Sands (Urenui, Mt. Messenger, Moki)
Eocene Sands (Kapuni Group)
Total

Oil (Mbbl)

11,315

20,442

37,804

Gas (MMcf – raw)

118,981

261,080

605,860

BOE (Mboe)

31,145

63,955

138,781

1. Resources estimated by Deloitte with an effective date of April 30, 2013 assuming 9 to 14% recovery for oil resources and 50% for gas resources. See Cautionary Note
Regarding Reserve and Resource Estimates. Resources will not be attributable to NZEC until the Acquisition is complete.
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Valuable Upstream Assets
• Tariki, Waihapa and Ngaere petroleum
licences covering 23,049 acres, contiguous
with Eltham and Alton permits
• 23 MM bbl historical production from the
Tikorangi formation  2,144,700 boe 2P
Tikorangi reserves remaining 1
• Additional contingent and prospective
resources from other formations 1
• 16 established drill sites with oil and gas
gathering systems in place
Technical Data
• Well information from 27 existing wells
• 3D seismic covering southern half of the TWN
Licences
• 585 km 2D seismic
• TWN seismic has been merged with NZEC’s
existing seismic, providing seamless coverage
across TWN, Eltham and Alton permits
1. Reserve estimate completed by Deloitte LLP with an effective date of April 30, 2013. Reserves
restricted to the Tikorangi Formation on the Waihapa and Ngaere Permits. See Cautionary Note
Regarding Reserve & Resource Estimates. Reserves and resources will not be attributable to
NZEC until the Acquisition is complete and NZEC files an updated reserve report.

Waipapa site

9

Multiple Prospective Formations

Moki

Mt Messenger

Tikorangi

Kapuni
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Historical Production – Tikorangi Formation
23 million bbl of historical production 1
Well name 1

Max bbl/d

Total bbl produced

Ngaere-1

7,537

4,337,084

Ngaere-2

3,658

1,002,565

Ngaere-3

8,652

1,089,505

Toko-2B

298

126,286

Waihapa H-1

1,953

45,349

Waihapa-1B

4,804

4,909,317

Waihapa-2

3,182

4,798,752

Waihapa-4

2,674

2,990,189

Waihapa-5

979

91,055

Waihapa-6A

4,674

4,262,707

1. Select production data using publicly available information regarding wells that produced
oil on the TWN Licences.
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Tikorangi Formation
Drill-proven formation
• 23 million bbl historical production from 17 wells 1
• Remaining 2P reserves estimated at 1,852,700 bbl oil,
1.45 Bcf gas, 50,700 bbl NGL 2
Recommence production from existing wells
• Six wells with reactivation potential
• Gas lift system in place, potential gas supply identified 3
• Gathering systems in place
• Near-term production potential, low cost
Drill crestal well into remaining reserves
• Significant opportunity to drill new wells to access
further identified oil accumulations in the Tikorangi

1. See History of TAWN Permits. 2. Reserve estimate completed by Deloitte LLP with an effective date of
April 30, 2013. Reserves restricted to the Tikorangi Formation on the Waihapa and Ngaere Permits. See
Cautionary Note Regarding Reserve & Resource Estimates. Reserves will not be attributable to NZEC until
the Acquisition closes and NZEC files an updated reserve report. 3. Gas supply dependent on outcome of
NZEC/Contact gas throughput study and gas looping trial.
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Tikorangi Formation
Drill-proven formation
• 23 million bbl historical production from 17 wells 1
• Remaining 2P reserves estimated at 1,852,700 bbl oil,
1.45 Bcf gas, 50,700 bbl NGL 2
Recommence production from existing wells
• Six wells with reactivation potential
• Gas lift system in place, potential gas supply identified 3
• Gathering systems in place
• Near-term production potential, low cost
Drill crestal well into remaining reserves
• Significant opportunity to drill new wells to access
further identified oil accumulations in the Tikorangi

1. See History of TAWN Permits. 2. Reserve estimate completed by Deloitte LLP with an effective date of
April 30, 2013. Reserves restricted to the Tikorangi Formation on the Waihapa and Ngaere Permits. See
Cautionary Note Regarding Reserve & Resource Estimates. Reserves will not be attributable to NZEC until
the Acquisition closes and NZEC files an updated reserve report. 3. Gas supply dependent on outcome of
NZEC/Contact gas throughput study and gas looping trial.
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Mt. Messenger Formation (Miocene Sands)
Drill-proven formation
• Significant discoveries to the west (TAG:
Cheal), south (NZEC: Copper Moki, Waitapu,
Arakamu) and east (Kea: Puka)
• Contingent resources: 88,000 bbl oil 1
• Prospective resources: 2,061,000 bbl oil 1
Low-cost production potential in existing wells
• Well information shows uphole completion
potential in six existing wells
• Drill pads and gathering systems in place
• Reduced drilling expense, expedited tie-in
New exploration opportunities
• More than 18 new Mt. Messenger leads
identified on 3D seismic
• Five high-priority targets at Waipapa site,
permitting complete
1. Prospective resources for Mt. Messenger formation only. Additional ~880,000 bbl
prospective resources estimated for Urenui and Moki formations. Resources estimated by
Deloitte with an effective date of April 30, 2013 assuming 9 to 14% recovery for P50
resources. See Cautionary Note Regarding Reserve and Resource Estimates. Resources will
not be attributable to NZEC until the Acquisition closes.

Waipapa wellsite
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Kapuni Group (Eocene Sands)
Drill-proven formation
• Kapuni Gas Field onshore oil/gas discovery
(Shell) producing since 1969, estimated
ultimate recovery of 1,365 billion cf (Bcf)
natural gas and 66 million bbl oil
• TWN Licences tested by four wells  all
encountered gas in the Kapuni Group
2013 Deloitte Resource Estimate 1
• Contingent resource: 5.0 Bcf gas,
233,000 bbl NGL 1
• Prospective resource: 95.8 Bcf gas,
4.5 million bbl NGL 1
• Discovered PIIP: 13.8 Bcf gas 1
• Undiscovered PIIP: 261.1 Bcf gas 1

1. Resources estimated by Deloitte with an effective date of April 30, 2013 assuming 50%
recovery for P50 gas resources. See Cautionary Note Regarding Reserve and Resource Estimates.
Resources will not be attributable to NZEC until the Acquisition closes.
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History of TAWN Petroleum Licences 1

Tariki, Ahuroa, Waihapa and Ngaere Petroleum Mining Licences (“PMLs”)
• 1978 – Petroleum Corporation of New Zealand formed for NZ Government’s
petroleum exploration activities
• 1987 – Petrocorp publicly listed, Fletcher Challenge buys 15%, government
retains 70%, TAWN Permits granted to Petrocorp
• March 1988 – Fletcher Challenge buys remaining 70% of Petrocorp, assumes
ownership of TAWN Permits, becomes Fletcher Energy
• 1988-1998 – Petrocorp drills a number of wells, including 14 that produce oil
and gas, converts permits to PMLs
• October 2000 – Shell and Apache buy Fletcher Energy, Shell gets TAWN PMLs
• January 2002 – Swift Energy acquires TAWN PMLs and Waihapa Production
Station
• 2002-2006 – Swift Energy drills a number of wells, including three producers
• June 2008 – Origin Energy acquires Swift Energy’s NZ assets, sells inset permit
within Ahuroa PML to Contact Energy for gas storage usage (Origin owns 53% of
Contact)
• May 2012 – NZEC agrees to acquire TAWN assets
• June 2013 – NZEC / Origin / Contact finalize agreements for acquisition 2
1. Based on publicly available information. 2. Closing of the Acquisition is subject to meeting the financing condition precedent
by August 14 and the government approval condition precedent by September 13, in order to close the Acquisition by
September 20, 2013
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Waihapa Production Station Assets

Full-cycle facility with gathering and sales pipeline infrastructure
Oil facility

• 25,000 bbl/d oil handling facility
• 7,800 bbl oil storage capacity
• 49-km 15,500 bbl/d oil sales pipeline

from Waihapa to Omata Tank Farm

Gas facility

• 45 mmcf/d separation and

compression capacity
• 70 tonne/d LPG processing capacity
• 51-km 8-inch gas sales pipeline from
Waihapa to New Plymouth
• Storage bullets for LPG

Water disposal operations

• 3,600 bbl water storage capacity
• 18,000 bbl/d water injection capacity

Includes 100 acres of fields surrounding the facility

1. Closing of the Acquisition is subject to meeting the financing condition precedent by August 14 and the government approval
condition precedent by September 13, in order to close the Acquisition by September 20, 2013
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Production Facility: Buy vs Build
Waihapa Production Station 1

Neighbouring Production Facility 4

Gas processing

45 MMcf/day

Gas processing

15 MMcf/day

Oil handling

25,000 bbl/day

Oil handling

5,000 bbl/day

Water handling

18,000 bbl/day

Water handling

None

NGL recovery

70 tonne/day

NGL recovery

None

Pipelines

8” 49-km oil sales line to Omata Tank Farm
8” 51-km gas sales line to New Plymouth
Gas lift for Tikorangi wells

Pipelines

11-km gas line to New
Zealand’s open access
gas pipelines

Cost to buy

C$33.5 million
• Includes 23,049 acres of Petroleum Licences
estimated to host 2,144,700 boe of 2P reserves
with $62.9 million NPV (before tax, 10%
discount) 2
• Includes additional 1,162,000 boe contingent
resources, 23,541,000 boe prospective
resources 2

Cost to expand

C$30 million
No exploration land

Cost to replace 3
+/- 30%

Oil plant: NZ$35.2 million, Gas plant: NZ$40.8 million
Gathering systems: NZ$70.6 million, Wellsite and satellite facilities: NZ$10.6 million

1. Closing of the Acquisition is subject to meeting the financing condition precedent by August 14 and the government approval condition precedent by September 13, in order to close the
Acquisition by September 20, 2013. 2. Reserves and resources will not be attributable to NZEC until the Acquisition closes and NZEC files an updated reserve report. See TWN Reserves and TWN
Resources and Cautionary Notes. 3. Cost to replace NZEC plant and pipelines estimated by Strive Engineering effective July 18, 2012. 4. Information regarding neighbouring production facility
compiled using publicly available information.
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Waihapa Production Station

Expedited tie-in of discoveries, midstream commercial opportunities
• Central to NZEC’s inventory of exploration
prospects
- Expedites tie-in of natural gas and liquids
- Reduces NZEC’s processing and transportation costs
- Gathering capacity in place to service NZEC’s oil and
gas production
- Sales pipelines in place to deliver NZEC production
to market

• Only open-access midstream facility in Taranaki
Basin  business opportunities for processing and
handling third-party gas, liquids, oil and water
• NZEC / Contact study underway regarding gas
looping
• If successful, 6-month trial will commence to
achieve the following1:
- Blend NZEC’s liquid-rich gas for delivery to market
- Activate gas lift for Tikorangi wells to extract
additional oil and gas production
- Test economics of natural gas liquids extraction

1. Gas supply dependent on outcome of NZEC/Contact gas throughput study and gas
looping trial. There can be no certainty as to the tenure of the arrangement or that the
gas throughput trial will be successful.
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NZEC Asset Overview Post Acquisition
Permit

Working
Interest

Net Acres

2P BOE
Reserves 1

Contingent
Resource 2

Prospective
Resource 2

Eltham

100%

93,166

708 Mboe

-

31.6 MM bbl

Alton

65%

77,482

-

-

45.0 MM bbl

Manaia

60%

16,456

-

-

Early stage

TWN 3

100%

23,049

2,145 Mboe

1,162 Mboe

23,541 Mboe

Ranui

100%

223,087

-

-

40.5 MM bbl

Castlepoint

100%

551,045

-

-

208.6 MM bbl

Wairoa 4

80%

214,290

-

-

Under review

East Cape 5

100%

1,067,495

-

-

355.4 MM bbl

Total Acreage

2,266,070

Conventional
Focus
East Cape

Conventional and
Unconventional
Targets
TWN
Manaia
Eltham

Wairoa

Alton

Castlepoint
Ranui
1. Estimated by Deloitte LLP with an effective date of April 30, 2013. 2. Best estimate of contingent and prospective resources assuming 9% to
14% recovery for conventional oil resources and 50% for gas resources. Estimated 2% recovery for unconventional oil resources. See detailed
Reserve and Resource tables and Cautionary Notes. 3. Acquisition of TWN Petroleum Licenses and Waihapa Production Station pending. See
Strategic Acquisition. 4. Acquisition of Wairoa Permit pending NZPAM approval. 5. Grant of East Cape Permit pending NZPAM approval. 6.
TWN Reserves and Resources will not transfer to NZEC until the Acquisition is complete and NZEC files an updated reserve report.
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Contact NZEC
Corporate Head Office
John Proust, Chief Executive Officer
Bruce McIntyre, Executive Director
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North America Toll-free: 1-855-630-8997
info@newzealandenergy.com

New Zealand Office
Chris Bush, New Zealand Country Manager
Tel: + 64-6-757-4470
New Zealand Toll-free: 0800-469-363
www.NewZealandEnergy.com
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